Offshore structures are exposed to random wave loading in the ocean environment and hence the probability distribution of their response to wave loading is of great value in probabilistic analysis of these structures. Due to nonlinearity of the wave load mechanism and also due to intermittency of wave loading on members in the splash zone, the response is often non-Gaussian. Two probability models have frequently been used in the past for offshore structural response due to random Morison wave loading: a) the Pierson--Holmes distribution and b) a third-order polynomial function of a Gaussian random variable. Recent work has, however, demonstrated that none of these two models can accurately predict the tails of the response distribution. A new probability model has therefore been introduced to overcome this deficiency. Analysis of simulated response data has demonstrated that this new model, though not perfect, is considerably better than either of the foregoing two models.
Introduction
For an offshore structure, wind, wave and gravitational forces are all important sources of loading. The dominant load, however, is normally due to windgenerated random waves. Although some types of these structures can be designed by equivalent deterministic methods, it is inherently much more satisfactory to account for the randomness of the wave loading by establishing the probabilistic properties of the loading and the resulting responses. The major obstacle in the probabilistic analysis of the response due to wave and current loading, is the nonlinearity of the drag component of Morison's wave loading [1] , which results in non-Gaussian probability distributions for both loading and response [2] [3] [4] [5] . The problem is further compounded by current and by intermittent loading on members in the splash zone [6, 7] , which have a significant effect on the probabilistic properties of response. Despite these obstacles, it is of crucial importance to develop an accurate model for the probability distribution of response as this information is of great value for efficient probabilistic analysis of an offshore structure. Two probability models have been frequently used for offshore structural response due to random Morison wave loading: a) the Pierson--Holmes distribution [8, 9] and b) a thirdorder polynomial function of a Gaussian random variable [10] . Analysis of simulated data has, however, demonstrated that neither of these two probability models can accurately predict the tails of the response distribution. A new probability model has, therefore, been introduced to overcome this deficiency.
This paper is composed of seven sections. Section 2 is devoted to a brief discussion of the test structure and selected responses. Generation of sample data for the selected responses is discussed in Section 3. The shortcomings of the commonly-used probability distributions in modelling offshore structural response due to Morison wave loading is then studied in Section 4. Section 5 introduces a new probability model for responses. Validation of the new model for both quasi-static and dynamic responses is the subject of study in Section 6. Finally, the conclusions of this study are presented in Section 7.
Test structure and responses
The test structure, shown in fig. 1 , is in a water depth of 110m and is composed of four vertical legs. The diameter of each leg is 1.5m with 30 nodal loads representing the distributed load on each leg (total number of nodal loads on the four legs is 120). The drag and inertia coefficients for this structure were taken to be 1.05 and 1.20, respectively. Waves were assumed to propagate in the positive Y direction.
The following three responses were chosen for investigation: deck displacement, base shear and overturning moment. Both quasi-static and dynamic responses have been calculated for this structure. To achieve different degrees of dynamic response, internal bracings (not shown in the figure) have been introduced between the legs of the structure. Adjustment of the Young's modulus of the bracing elements allows control of the overall stiffness and hence the natural frequency of the structure. The internal bracings were modelled with the following properties: a) no mass, b) stiffness varied by changing Young's modulus, and c) assigned such that no fluid loading is calculated. This was necessary to reduce the computational burden required in the time-domain analysis of the structure.
JCP5 and JCP8 are used to refer to two finite-element (FE) models of the test structure with first mode natural periods of 5.21 and 8.12 seconds (corresponding to 0.192 Hz and 0.123 Hz), respectively. The first ten modes have been used in the evaluation of the dynamic responses for both FE models. Damping coefficients (inclusive of hydrodynamic damping) for all modes were assumed to be 0.05. The effect of added mass has been included in derivation of the dynamic properties of the structure. Schematic diagram of the test (JCP5/JCP8) structure.
Generation of sample data
The foregoing test structure has been subjected to random seas simulated from Pierson-Moskowitz (P-M) frequency spectra.
In this study, the following definition of the P-M spectrum [11, 12] has been used
where f is the wave frequency in Hz, G ηη (f) is the surface elevation frequency spectrum (m 2 /Hz), H s is the significant waveheight in meters and T z is the mean zero-upcrossing period in seconds. Both uni-directional and directional seas have been used in this study. The spreading function for directional seas was taken to be [13] ( ),
where Γ is the gamma function. Waves are assumed to travel in a direction θ measured from a reference axis (for example, the positive Y direction of the test structure), and θ 0 is the mean (predominant) wave direction. The spreading parameter, n, is, in general, a function of frequency; however, for simple analysis, a constant value of n = 4, independent of wave frequency, is commonly used [14] . Both time simulation [15, 16] and principal component simulation (PCS) techniques [17] can be used to simulate long records of response. The PCS technique, which results in independent data points, is considerably more efficient than the time simulation technique (about 25 times); however, it can only be used for simulation of quasi-static responses. Therefore, the more efficient PCS technique has been used to simulate quasi-static responses. On the other hand, dynamic responses have been simulated using the time simulation (TS) technique. For quasi-static responses, the seas were assumed to be directional, while, to reduce the computational effort, the seas for dynamic responses were assumed to be uni-directional. The current speeds for quasi-static responses were assumed to be 0.00 and ±1.50m/s, and those for dynamic responses were assumed to be 0.00 and ±0.90m/s. H s and T z , as measured by an observer moving with the current, were taken to be [H s =15m, T z =13.75 seconds] and [H s =5m, T z =7.94 seconds], respectively.
Surface elevation and corresponding water particle kinematics at different nodes were simulated according to Linear Random Wave Theory (LRWT). A common industry practice for evaluation of wave kinematics in the free surface zone consists of using linear wave theory in conjunction with empirical techniques to provide a more realistic representation of near-surface water kinematics. Couch and Conte [18] offer a review of these techniques. While is it known that vertical stretching [19] is not the most accurate, it is representative, does not introduce nonlinearities, and is computationally more efficient; hence it was adopted for this study.
A review of the existing probability models

The Pierson--Holmes distribution
The Pierson--Holmes (P-H) distribution [8] was first introduced as a probability model for Morison wave loading on a short segment of a submerged vertical cylinder for a stationary sea state. According to Morison's equation [1] , the waveinduced horizontal force per unit length on a vertical submerged cylinder (cylinder diameter / wavelength < 1/5) is the sum of a nonlinear drag component and a linear inertial component. The empirical equation can be expressed as
where F d and F i are the drag and inertial components of wave loading; D is the cylinder diameter; C d and C m are empirical drag and inertia coefficients; ρ is the water density; u and u are the mean (current) and fluctuating parts of the undisturbed horizontal component of water particle velocity at the centre of the cylinder, respectively. Finally, u is the horizontal component of water particle acceleration at the centre of the cylinder.
In its most general form, the Pierson--Holmes distribution is defined as [9] :
( ) 
where Y is the random variable with Pierson--Holmes distribution; β 0 , β 1 , β 2 and γ are the four parameters of the distribution, and 1 X and 2 X are two independent, standardized, and jointly-Gaussian random variables. E is the expectation operator, and finally, σ and ρ stand for the standard deviation and correlation coefficient, respectively.
The third-order polynomial distribution
In the case of the third-order polynomial model [10] , the probability distribution of response is assumed to be the same as that of the random variable Y defined as a third-order polynomial function of a standardized Gaussian random variable (X). That is, , 
where α 0 , α 1 , α 2 and α 3 are the four parameters of the distribution.
Reliability of the P-H and the third-order polynomial distributions
The principal component simulation procedure [17] was used to simulate 524288 data points for both quasi-static base shear and quasi-static overturning moment of the test structure shown in fig. 1 . As an example, the probability distributions of the simulated base shear and those of the fitted P-H and third-order polynomial distributions for the case of a negative current are shown in fig. 2 . As observed, both probability distributions fail to accurately model the positive tail of the response distribution. It can, therefore, be concluded that a more accurate probability model for offshore structural response is required. 
A new probability model for response
The following model is proposed for offshore structural response due to Morison wave loading:
where X is a standardized Gaussian random variable, and λ's and γ are the five parameters of the probability model. The third and the fourth terms on the right hand side of the foregoing model account for the asymmetry in the response probability distribution due to current, and load intermittency on members in the splash zone, respectively. The second term accounts for the fact that forces on different nodes are not fully correlated and as a result, the response distribution tends to be closer to a Gaussian distribution than that of an individual nodal load. It also accounts for the fact that dynamic responses tend to be closer to Gaussian distribution than quasi-static responses. The methodology for estimation of the parameters of this model will be discussed in a future publication.
Validation of the new probability model
In this section the reliability of the new probability model for both quasi-static and dynamic responses is investigated.
Quasi-static responses
The same quasi-static response data as that generated in section 4.3 has been used for investigating the reliability of the new model. As an example, the probability distribution of the simulated quasi-static base shear and that of the new model fitted to the data are shown in fig. 3 . It is observed that the agreement between the two is very good. It should, however, be considered that for H s =15m, structural responses are strongly drag-dominated. Therefore, these responses have also been calculated for H s =5m to establish whether the new distribution is a good probability model for the response for cases when the inertial component of loading is significant. The results (not shown here) indicate that corresponding probability distributions are in very good agreement. It can therefore be concluded that the new distribution is a reliable probability model for quasi-static responses. 
Dynamic responses
Time-domain simulation has been used to simulate dynamic responses of about 64 hours duration. Six responses, i.e., deck displacements, base shears and overturning moments of both JCP5 and JCP8 structures have been investigated. In all cases the agreement between distributions of simulated structural responses and the fitted probability models are good or very good. As an example, the results for dynamic base shear of the JCP8 structure with H s = 15m is shown in fig. 4 . Furthermore, the frequency spectrum of the response is shown in fig. 5 , to
give an indication of the importance of the dynamic behaviour of the test structure. Similarly, the results (not shown here) indicate that the new distribution is also a good model for dynamic responses for H s = 5m. It can therefore be concluded that the new distribution is a valid probability model for both dynamic and quasi-static responses. Frequency spectrum of dynamic base shear. JCP8 structure, uni-directional seas, current = 0 m/s, H s = 15m.
Conclusions
• This paper is concerned with probability distribution of offshore structural response due to Morison wave loading.
• Analysis of simulated data has shown that neither the Pierson--Holmes nor the third-order polynomial distributions can accurately model the tails of the response distribution.
• A new probability model has been introduced to overcome this deficiency. The distribution has proved to be a successful probability model for both quasi-static and dynamic responses.
•
The foregoing conclusion has only been tested for the response of linear structures. However, the model may also prove successful for cases when the relationship between response and nodal loads is not strictly linear.
Although the new probability model has only been validated for offshore structural response due to Morison wave loading, it may also prove to be a successful model for offshore structural response due to other types of wave loading. This proposition needs to be investigated.
